Junior Primary
Quality Start: discussion about school and classroom values of attentive listening, mutual respect and appreciation. Students will become familiar with the location of Indonesia. They will identify and name the five main islands and the flag of Indonesia. Students will listen to a greeting conversation and practise the language through the introduced activities.

Middle Primary
Quality Start: discussion about school and classroom values of attentive listening, mutual respect, appreciation and team work. Students will become familiar with targeted language and grammar through storytelling. They will retell the story through a group enactment and in speaking and writing tasks.

Upper Primary
Quality Start: discussion about school and classroom values of attentive listening, mutual respect, appreciation and team work. Students will become familiar with targeted language and grammar concepts that will be used in a story. They will retell the story and share information with their peers using different formats. Cultural awareness will be developed.

Mouse deer, a native animal of Indonesia.